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Formation Testing: Pressure Transient and Contamination AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Traditional well logging methods, such as  resistivity, acoustic, nuclear and NMR, provide indirect information related to fluid and formation properties.  The “formation tester,” offered in wireline and MWD/LWD operations, is different.  It collects actual downhole fluid samples for surface analysis, and through...
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Big Data, Data Mining, and Machine Learning: Value Creation for Business Leaders and Practitioners (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	With big data analytics comes big insights intoprofitability


	Big data is big business. But having the data and thecomputational power to process it isn't nearly enough to producemeaningful results. Big Data, Data Mining, and Machine Learning:Value Creation for Business Leaders and Practitioners is acomplete...
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C++ All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Get ahead of the C++ curve to stay in the game


	C++ is the workhorse of programming languages and remains one of the most widely used programming languages today. It's cross-platform, multi-functional, and updates are typically open-source. The language itself is object-oriented, offering you the utmost control over data...
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Decompiling JavaApress, 2014

	WHEN COREL BOUGHT WordPerfect for almost $200 million from the Novell

	Corporation in the mid 1990s, nobody would have thought that in a matter of

	months they would have been giving away the source code free. However, when

	Corel ported WordPerfect to Java and released it as a beta product, a simple

	program called Mocha1 could...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Business Intelligence Development Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Get to grips with Microsoft Business Intelligence and data warehousing technologies using this practi cal guide


	About This Book

	
		Discover the Dimensional Modeling concept while designing a data warehouse
	
		Learn Data Movement based on technologies such as SSIS, MDS, and DQS
	...
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Computer Coding for KidsDK Adult, 2014

	A simple visual guide to get kids computer coding in no time Computer coding is firmly back on the agenda as a key skill for children to start learning. Computer Coding for Kids is a unique step-by-step guide, perfect for kids interested in computer programming and how computers work. Avoiding computer jargon, this book guides children...
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Learning jQuery Deferreds: Taming Callback Hell with Deferreds and PromisesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Orchestrating asynchronous function calls in JavaScript often leads to callback hell, but there is a reliable way to avoid this painful state of affairs. With this concise and simple guide, you’ll learn how to use jQuery deferreds and promises, an elegant approach for managing asynchronous calls in both client and server...
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Professional Embedded ARM DevelopmentWrox Press, 2014

	A practical Wrox guide to ARM programming for mobile devices


	With more than 90 percent of mobile phones sold in recent years using ARM-based processors, developers are eager to master this embedded technology. If you know the basics of C programming, this guide will ease you into the world of embedded ARM technology. With...
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Corporate Plasticity: How to Change, Adapt, and ExcelApress, 2014

	What do The Beatles, Apollo 13, the Roman military, a pack of wolves, and the very best companies in the world all have in common? Answer: Plasticity. They can change, adapt, and excel as the situation requires.


	In most organizations, strategy and functional excellence get the most attention. But even the best of...
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The Art of Investigative Interviewing, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2014

	The Art of Investigative Interviewing, Third Edition can be used by anyone who is involved in investigative interviewing. It is a perfect combination of real, practical, and effective techniques, procedures, and actual cases. Learn key elements of investigative interviewing, such as human psychology, proper interview preparation,...
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VMware vSphere Performance: Designing CPU, Memory, Storage, and Networking for Performance-Intensive WorkloadsSybex, 2014

	Covering the latest VMware vSphere software, an essential book aimed at solving vSphere performance problems before they happen


	VMware vSphere is the industry's most widely deployed virtualization solution. However, if you improperly deploy vSphere, performance problems occur. Aimed at VMware administrators and engineers...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft Plugins: Create Flaming Cows in Java Using CanaryModPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	The first edition of this book used the Bukkit modding server and library, which was taken down due to a legal dispute in September 2014. This new edition has been completely revised to replace Bukkit with the CanaryMod library.

	

	The bestselling, kid-tested book for Minecraft is now updated for CanaryMod! Write your own...
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